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About This Game

Forget about the old west you remember. This game is all about how the west was fun! Play as our hero Jordy as you fight
monsters in epic turn based battles. Of course you will be rewarded for your time playing the game! Complete this game and

you can pat yourself on the back. Fighting the old western boss fight is no easy accomplishment. You will also level up with the
built in XP system and collect in game items!
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Just idle for achievements. This is good and worth the low cost for achievements! So if you want achievements then this is
recommended for sure, if your looking for a game then look elsewhere, There is though some playability to this meaning you
walk around and kill stuff and level up and get items, but there won't be quests or like anything fancy to do! I literally just ran
this and watched my achievements go up +5000 and got a perfect game for it just by letting it run a couple hours! :). This is the
kind of stuff that ruins the reputation of Steam. I only tossed a few quarters at this to see if this was real. I guess the developer is
laughing all the way to the bank - but at what cost?. Achievement Lurker: Another one bites the dust is literally just an
achievement earning machine, much like it's predecessors Achievement Hunter: Begins and Cromulent. This one boasting 5000
achievements.

I bought this game for one reason, achievements. I didn't buy it to play, or because I wanted it to be challenging.
People complain about getting acheivements for doing nothing, 5000 achievements, it's called Achievement Hunter, what were
you expecting? You know what you're going to buy.

For people like me that want cheap crap to collect achievements, it's a fantastic game and is exactly what I was looking for.
Most of the time I just let the game run while I wander off and do other things, it couldn't be any easier.

But if you are only looking for an easy way to get some cool achievements, whether it's to display them, use them to spell things,
make your profile look nice, or just get a high count, these games designed to do that and just that.. Achievement Lurker:
Another one bites the dust is literally just an achievement earning machine, much like it's predecessors Achievement Hunter:
Begins and Cromulent. This one boasting 5000 achievements.

I bought this game for one reason, achievements. I didn't buy it to play, or because I wanted it to be challenging.
People complain about getting acheivements for doing nothing, 5000 achievements, it's called Achievement Hunter, what were
you expecting? You know what you're going to buy.

For people like me that want cheap crap to collect achievements, it's a fantastic game and is exactly what I was looking for.
Most of the time I just let the game run while I wander off and do other things, it couldn't be any easier.

But if you are only looking for an easy way to get some cool achievements, whether it's to display them, use them to spell things,
make your profile look nice, or just get a high count, these games designed to do that and just that.. This is the kind of stuff that
ruins the reputation of Steam. I only tossed a few quarters at this to see if this was real. I guess the developer is laughing all the
way to the bank - but at what cost?. Just idle for achievements. This is good and worth the low cost for achievements! So if you
want achievements then this is recommended for sure, if your looking for a game then look elsewhere, There is though some
playability to this meaning you walk around and kill stuff and level up and get items, but there won't be quests or like anything
fancy to do! I literally just ran this and watched my achievements go up +5000 and got a perfect game for it just by letting it run
a couple hours! :)
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